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Abstract
The paper presents the estition of an empincal model of market shae dynamics for five industrized

countres and eighteen industres. The emphasis is put on the importce of non-price factors of competitiveness,
wherea most traditional explaations rest on the infuence of relative prces. Among the forer ty of factors,
the role of varbles reflectig technological advantage is privileged. In parcula, the role of innovations has

received considerable attntion in the literatue on international trde as well as the literature on endogenous
growth. In this spint, the papr introduces patent counts and investment as explanatory varbles for the export

market share. The results show that non-price varbles have an importt impact on the determination of long
run competitiveness.
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1. Introduction

The relatonshp between technology and competitiveness has recently beome a major topic for both
theoritica and empinca analyses!, and raised the interest of politica decision maers to (Clinton and Gore,
1993). Strctly speakng, trditional neo-clasica trade theory hardly took into account differences in

technological pedorce in explaiing trade flows between countres, supposing that every countr had access
to the sae technology set and concentrating on factor endowments and hence on factor prices instead. However,

it is well known that testig 'traditiona' trde equations (Le. with income and prices as explaatory varbles)
often leads to weak price effects, when signicar. In most cases, it seems hard to relate precisely changes in
competitiveness with prce diferentis. Some other infuences, not directly related to the price of traded goos,
are at work.

Some authors have stressed the importce of non-price factors in international competition, parcularly
in connection with technological change. On the neo-classical side, the varous works of the 'new international
economics' with authors such as Krgman (1990) insist on product differentition and increasing returns to scae
on the supply side, and preference for varety on the demand side rather than on factor endowments. Innovation
leads to the generation of new products and R&D expenditures are a strategic varable manipulated by firs to

secure monopoly positions. R&D and trade speialization also play a role in economic growth when one
considers endogenous growth models in an open economy context (Grossman and Helpman, 1991). Comparative

advantage may become endogenous, and trade and reseach policy measures ca have an effect on trade
specialzation and growth rates.
Related themes are present in the post-keynesian literatue (Tirlwall, 1979 ; Kaldor, 1981), where the
emphasis lies on non-prce factors of competitiveness (Amble, 1992). Neo-technology (Soete, 1987) or

, evolutionar' approaches to technologica change and growth (Dosi, Pavitt and Soete, 1990 ; Verspagen, 1992 ;
Amendola, Dosi and Papagni, 1992) also stress that international technological differences ca provide a basis
for trade, which is treated as a dynamc procss of competition.
The ai of ths paper is to provide an empincal study of the determnants of export maket shares at

a disaggregated level, tag account of interationa diferences in technologica pedormance and other nonprice factors. The papr is organzed as follows. Section 2 reviews the prce and non-price factors behind

interntional competitiveness. Section 3 proposes an empincal modl of export maet shares incorprating both

price and non price effects. The estition of the modl is made on eighten industres for five industrized
countres on twenty-two yea. The model, inspird by Magnier and Toujas-Berntte (1992), accounts for both
countr- and industr-specific effects for each explanatory varble, and for countr speifc effects on the

dynamic adjustment term. Results ar presented in section 4. The results of the estitions are compard to some

other work which has tred to develop a sectoral taonomy, among others things based on the importce of
varous modes of competition. This is one in section 5.
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2. Price and non-price factors of competitiveness

A number of studies have incorprated non-prce factors along with price factors in trade models. To
reca, a common approach to modelling trde flows taes price and income differentials as explanatory varbles
(Goldstein and Khan, 1985). A typica equation incorrating such effects would be of the following form:
x = y~ ¡:. r

(1)

where X and P are the countr's export and price level, and Y and p' ar the income and price level of the rest

of the world. Impedect substitutailty, and hence impedect competition, between goo allows for the existence
of non infinite price elaticities e so that the law of one price does not hold. A countr's export are then more

or less sensitive to price differentials accordig to the value of e. Sensitivity to price vartions depends very
much on the typ of goo exportd, so that one expects different price elasticities according to the industr of
origin of the exported goos. Therefore, the value of a countr's price elaticity of export reflects to some extent
the product mix of ths countr's export.

Prce differences are the most obvious influences of trade competitiveness. Neverteless, the 'Kador
pardox' (Kdor, 1978) comes from the observation tht the fastest growing countres in terms of GDP and
export have experienced a faster growth in relative unit labour costs. Therefore relative prices, when taen
alone, canot be the major determinants of competitiveness. In the long-term, a countr canot expet to see its

export growing beause of a continuous decreae in relative prices. The post-keynesian explanation of growth

between the export and
import income elaticities. Competitiveness and growth in the long run depend on non-price factors alone.

in an open economy framework relies mostly on the 'Thirlwall formula'3, Le. the ratio

Other influences than price competitiveness are then sumed up in the income elasticities of import

and export 11. A higher 11 means that all other things being held equal, a countr wil benefit more than others
from the growth of world income. Severa interpretations may be related to a high 11 (McCombie, 1992; Amble,
1993). It may reflect the sectoral orientation of the countr's expo. Some industres enjoy a higher income
elaticity beause their products tend to be substituted to the products of other industres as income rises. For

instace, the high technology goo generally have a higher than average demand growth. The value of the

elasticity may also reflect the quaty of the exportd goo. Ceteris paribus countres with high quality products
wil gain maet shaes over other countres. All in al, the income elasticity usually represents the bulk of non-

price factors. It has also been used as an indicator for industr policy. In Japa for instace, a MITI white paper
recommended in the 1960s to reorient the interntional speiazation of Japan towards industres with a high
rate of productivity growth and a high income elasticity (Itoh and Kiyono, 1988).

In such a perspetive, an explanaton to what determnes non-price competitiveness is lacking since
income elasticities ar given exogenously in theoretical models and estited diectly in applied works4. It is

then possible to introduce additional factors in trade equations such as (I). Introducing a broad 'schumpeterian'

aspet, one can think of differences in tehnologica capabilty as one of the main influences behind non-prce
competitiveness. Hughes (1986) proposed a model for the export of the UK where non-price factors in the form
of relative R&D expenditures represented non-price effects. The model also tok account of cumulative causation
though the influence of export on R&D intensity. Fagerberg (1988) proposed a multi-equation model including
a technology varble constrcted with patents counts and R&D expenditur. Trade equations also took into

account the effects of investment in order to reflect the international differences in the abilty to meet demand

and escap from capacity constraits. Amable (1991) tested a multi-equation model of growth and
competitiveness, with an endogenous determination of technological change in addition, on a saple of 8

industralized countres over the period 1961-1987. Greenhgh (1990) tested trade equations on tie series with
a prouct quaity varble, quality being a function of technological innovaton and supply reliabilty. The former

is represented by the number of innovations taen frm the SPRU innovation database and the latter by stre

incidence. In an evolutionar spint, Verspagen (1992) tested several models of competitiveness with varbles
reflectig price as well as technological competitiveness.
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Neo-classical supply side explantions may also account for the role of technology in trade. Magnier

and Toujas-Berntte (1992), mang reference to the 'new international economics' considered that countres can

expad their world maket shares by expanding the rage of goos that they produce. New goos being
discovered with the help of R&D expenditures, they introduced an R&D varble in their trade equations, along
with an investment ter, reflecting the abilty to deliver. Whilst not sticking to their theoritica references, this

paper wil adat the modl of Magnier and Toujas-Bernatte to provide an estition of non-price effects on
interntional competitiveness.

3. A moel of international competitiveness

The empinca model wil be tested on poled tie series and cross-section data for five countres
(Germy, Itay, Great Britan, Japan and the United States), eighteen industres over the period 1970-1991.
The factors of competitiveness wil be considered: price, investment and technology. Following Magnier and
Toujas-Bernatte, it wil not be assumed that the same coeffcients apply to every countr and every sector of the
saple. Since the sample covers the whole industr, some sectors are likely to be more sensitive than others to

technological advantage, to price differentis or to investment. One may expet for instace technology-intensive
sectors to be more dependent on the technology varble than other sectors.
Simlarly, countres speifcities wil be taen into account. In the post-keynesia explaation of growth
in the context of an open economy, the differences in countr's abilty to be technologically competitive were

sumed up in the differences in the values for the income elaticities of trade. The determnations of these

elaticities implicitely include both industr- and countr-speific influencess. The latter are interpeted as
reflectig unequal competitiveness related to the parculaties of the national systems of innovation (Freema,
1987). Several factors, related to the accumulation of individual competence and the mechanisms of collective
leaing, come into play: the effciency of the education system, the quaty of intra- and inter-fir cooperation,
the infrastrctue policy, the relations between firs and the Public Authority, etc6. Industr differences with

respet to tehnology or non-price infuences in general are more widely recognized. Some industres, Le. the

goo produced by these industres, are held to be more 'mature' than others in the product life cycle theory.

Some industres are more sensitive to the competition of less advanced countres that tend to base their
competitiveness on low wage costs. More generaly, the tehnologica content vares widely accross industres

and so is expected to do the sensitivity to technological competitiveness.

Therefore, the cofficients of the model wil be both countr and industr specific, but the coffcients
wil not be speifc to each pai of countr and industr. In fact, the diferences between countres are assumed

to be sae accoss industres, and the diferences accross industres are assumed to be the same accoss

countres. A higher elasticity is therefore attached to a parcular industr, whatever the countr. The coffcients
of the explanatory varbles are therefore the sum of an average effect, a countr effect and an industr-specific
effect.
The determination of the long-run value of the maet

shae is the following:

x; = ki¡ + 4q PCq + bq /Nq + cq PTq

(2)

and X¡j = x + X¡ + X¡ , L¡X¡ = LjXj = 0 for countr i and sector j, x = a,b,c.

Th types of determnants influence the long run market share of each countr for each sector: price,
investment and technology. The first factor in the equation, PC, reflects the influence of price competitiveness.
It was not possible to obta price indices at the level of disaggregation adopted in this paper from the STAN

(OECD) database. A proxy is used instead, defined as the share of wages in production relative to the average
for the other countres in the saple. This varable has the drwback of being limited to the wage aspet of
production costs, wherea other costs would be interesting to consider. The second varable, IN, is the ratio of
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investment to production divided by the average value of ths ratio for the other countres. This varble accounts

for non-price factors not diectly related to an innovation. For instace learing effects or the accumulation of
competence can be thought as being represented in this varable. Technologica abilty is not lited to the strct

innovation point of view. Educaton or skils of the labour force, infratrctures or public goos are also factors
of competitiveness. The introduction of varables reflecting the influence of these factors would have been
preferable, but data availabilty restrcted the choice. PT, the technologica varble, is defmed as the share of
each countr in the tota patents for each sector relative to the mea of the other countres' shares. It represents
the direct effect of innovation on competitiveness. The count is made on patents granted in the U.S. and a
fractional count is adopted. This means that if a patent is common to several sectors, it is supposed that it
benefits each sector so that the patent is equaly 'split' between these sectors.

Explanatory varables considered in the model are smoothed by averaging over thee year:

A = (A(-1)°.3 (A(_2))o.4 (A(_3))o.3

for A = PC, IN, PT. Al varables are taen in log and in difference with respet to the sample average. Al
varables are taen from OECD, DSTI (Staindustr database) except for the patent date that come from the
USPTO database.
The basic model is based on an error correction mechanism:

AX, = (II + Ill) (X; - X,(-l))

(3)

X¡j is the curent expo (OECD) maet shar of countr i for sector j. X¡l is the long run taget market share
defined in (2). EiJ = O.

The model is simlar to that of Magnier and Toujas-Bematt with a few differences?: (i) the dynamic
adjustment cofficients are countr speifc, Le. the sum of an average J. and a countr specific affect J., so tht
countres may adjust to their long run tagets at their own pace; (ii) these coeffcients are estited and not
assigned a specific value, therefore the estition is mae with non-linear least squares; (ni) the technology

varable makes use of patents data not of R&D expenditues. Patents have the advantae that they represent an
output of an innovation procs, but ths does not imply that it is the only possible varble. Both R&D
expenditurs and patent counts have their defaults as indicators of tehnological competitiveness. Some R&D-

intensive industres patent very litte wherea some other industres patent very much. There are interntional
differences between the tendency to patent as well. It is possible to compute a speifc indicator mixing patents
with R&D as in Fagerbeg (1988), but it rqises the problem of the basis on which it would be computed.
Limitig ourselves to innovations leading to a legal protection, we adopt here a patent-basd indicator.
This model doe not tae account of the tehnological spilovers between sectors or between countres.
Each countr and industr's competitiveness is based on the own countr and sector's factors of competitiveness.
The investigation of such spilover effects is left for furter research.
The estition of the modl is caed out with varables taen as log deviations from the sample's

average for each sector. The estiations are made with non linear least squaes and are heteroskedaticityconsistent.

4. Estimation results
This section report the results of the estition of the modl presented above. The expectations for the
signs of the varables are as follows. For patentig and investment varbles, a positive sign is expeted. For
wages, the expected signs on the es paameters are a bit ambiguous. From the point of view of production
costs, one would expet that high wai le to low competitiveness, and hence tht the parameters should tu
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up negative. However, as high wages might also be connected to high skill-levels, low wages might also be
connected to low competitiveness. Therefore, it is likely that the exact expetation on the sign of wage varable

differs between sectors. In sectors with high skil-requiements, the sign might tur up positive, while in sectors
where labour input ba a low skil-level, the sign is expected to be negative.

The expectations concerning the results for the adjustment cofficients (specific to countres) do not
result in any clear way from the theoretica framework put forward abve. This framework is aied at explaining
the relationship between long-run competitiveness and varous factors, such as wages, investment and technology.

A dynamic adjustment modl was thus specified, tang account of the fact that countr adjust only slowly to
the position defined by (2). On the other had, the process of adjustment has not ben precisely speifed, and
countres characteristics in this respet ar sumed up in the adjustment terms. These chaacteristics are related

to the parculaties of the national institutional arangements, for instace trade policy measures, wage

bargaiing procedures, or macroeonomic influences concerning the exportng countres.
The results for the estiation are documented in Table 1. The countr-specific adjustment parameters
are all very signifcat and positive. Germy and the US both have relatively low values (around 0.3), and Japan

and Itay have high values (around 0.55). The UK is an intermedate case with a value of 0.48. This indicates
that the general institutional arangements in Japan or Itay differ substatially from those of Germy, the US
or the UK.
Moving to the average effects per varable, it appe that wages and patents tu up with an expected
sign (negative for wages, positive for patents) tht is significat. The investment output ratio has a positive sign

as expeted, but is not signifcat. Ths pattern is more or less repeated for the case of the countr-specific

effects per varable. For wages, thee of these ar (very) signifcat: for Itay, Japan and the US. Al signs for
this varable are negative, as expeted. For investment, al the signs are positive, but a p-value of 0.12 (for

Germy and the UK) is the best result obtaed. For patents, there are four positive and significant parameters
(U, Itay, Japan and the US), and one negative but insignificant effect (Germany). In the latter case, it is
importt to keep in mind that since the patent dataset used applies to patents taen out in the US, one might
expect a bia for Amencan firs to patent more than proportonal (see among others Dosi et al. 1990). This
would lead to the expetation tht the estiated coeffcient for the US-specific patenting effect would be

relatively sma as compared to the other countres. The results, however, seem to indicate the opposite.
Next, the results for sector-speifc effects per varable are discussed. For wages, 15 out of 18 estiated

coefficients are negative. Seven of these 15 are signifcat at a level smaer than 10%. These signifcat and
negative parameters are found in chemicals, electronics, foo products, texties, meta proucts, ferrous and

nonferrous meta. The sectors have a positive sign. The only one for whiCh the positive sign is signficat is
other transport. Thus, it tus out that the wage cost varable has a signifcat (negative) influence in a quite

broad range of sectors, including low-tech (and homogenous products) sectors such as texties and meta

products, but also high- and medium-teh sectors, such as electrnics and chemicals.
For investment, there are 12 sectors with a positive sign. Five of these are significant: phaceuticas,
electronics, nonelectrca machinery, computers and offce machinery, nonferrous metas. One sector, other
transport has a signifcantly negative sign. While the pedormce of this varble is not as goo as the previous

one (in terms of significant results), it is quite remakable tht the majority of sectors for a significat positive
influence is found has a high technology-content. This support the hypothesis that investment is a means of
quickly renewing the technological content of the capita stock.
The results for the patent varble are quite goo: 14 sector have a significantly positive sign, while

the four others have a positive, but insignifcat, sign. Two of the latter sectors, however, are sectors wbich are

commonly raed among the high-tech ones: electrnics and pharceuticas. Thus, while the patentig results
seem to be quite goo overaL, they are a bit hard to interpret for some of the high-tech sectors. With regard to

the other high-tech sectors (aerospace, instrents, computers and offce machinery), it appear tht they all have
quite high values of the estited cofficients.

In general, these results point to the conclusion tht technology is an importt determinant of
interntional competitiveness. This conclusion is based upon the results for the patenting varable, as well as
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(some of) the results for the investment varble. Wages (Le., production costs) are also importt for

competitiveness. Thus, it appear that price-factors as well as non-price-factors are importt determinants of
interntional competitiveness. An analysis leaving out either one of these two factors is therefore likely to suffer
from a bia due to misspeifcation.

However, there seem to be importt differences between sectors, as well as countres, with regard to
the importce of the factors in the regressions. As far as differences between countres are concernced, the
paper wil not discuss these in furter detaL. They are just taen as implications of the (institutional, strctural)

differences between countres in the sample. The sectoral differences, however, wil be the basis for some fuer
discussion.

s. Interpreting the sectoral differences in the estimations

The discussion of the theory of international trde related to price and non-price factors has aleady

mentioned the fact tht different sectors can be expeted to show different patterns with regard to the

determnation of competitiveness. Ths conclusion link up closely with some of the work with a more
institutional background. For example, Dosi et ai. (1990) and Pavitt (1984) have proposed a sectoral taonomy

based upon an in-depth study of technological activities. After a review of the literature on differences in sectoral
patterns of technica change, they propose the following trchotomy.
Firt, there are supplier-dominated sectors. Firs in these sectors rely mostly on suppliers of materials

and equipment for the development of new technology. Procss innovation is more importt than product
innovation. Dosi et ai. mention textiles, printing and publishing, agriculture and constrction as supplierdominated sectors.
The second ty of sectors are caed production intensive. In these sectors, production is organized

according to Ada Smith's prnciple of the division of labour, or in more modern terms, Tayiorism. Scae
economies and the availibilty of sophisticated machinery are importt in these sectors. Innovation is mainly
of the procss ty. The mai source of innovation are speiaized supplier firs. Stadad materis, durable

consumer goos, instrents, machinery and automobiles are found in this category.

The third group of sectors is called science-based. The ma source of innovation in these sectors are
own R&D, and innovaton is mainly of the product typ. New products, which in most caes are applied in other
industres, are the most importt mode of competition in these sectors. Chemicals, electrca goos and

electronics are found here.
Although the formal statistical analysis in this paper caot compete on the ground of detaledness with
the institutional approach from which this taonomy arses, it might be useful to interpret the results obtaned

from the estiations in light of this taonomy. The way to do this is to compare the signifcace and values of
the estited sectora coeffcients between the thee groups of sectors.

The firt step is to classify the sectors into the thee groups. Since Dosi et ai. do not use the ISIC-Iogic
that ha ben used here, this classification is not readily available. However, the following seems to be a

reasonable approximtion.
Supplier dominated sectors: foo products and textiles.
Production-intensive sectors: instrments; nonelectrcal machinery; rubber and plastic; meta proucts;
ferrus metas; nonferrous metas; stone, clay, glas; shipbuilding; motor vehicles, other transport.
Science-based sectors: aerospace; chemicas; pharceuticas; electronics; electrca machinery;
computers and offce machinery.
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On the bais of the above descrption of the groups of sectors, one would expect the wage cost varable
to playa prominent role in the supplier-based sectors, and a significant although less prominent role in the
production-intensive sectors. The reason for ths is that in these sectors, price factors are an importt mode of
competition, although the production-intensive sectors rely more on scale economies and machinery than on
cheap labour.

Looking at the results in Table 1 abve, it appear that the two supplier based sectors (textiles and foo
products) are raned at positions two and thee in term of the absolute size of the pareter on the wage
varable (out of 15 sectors with a negative sign). The production intensive sectors are raned lower: position six
(ferrous metas) is the highest attaned. While these results are in broad accordace with the expetations, it is
surriing to see tht some of the science based sectors (aerospace, electronics, chemicals) also ran quite high

with respet to the absolute size of the wage varable.

Turing to the non-price factors in the regression, one would expet that the investment varble plays
a prominent role in the production-intensive industres. To the extent that rapid investment is a meas to
implement the results of the R&D process, one would also expect this varable to be importt in the science-

based sectors. The results seem to support the lat conclusion more th the first: thee of the significantly
positive investment effects are found in science-based sectors (pharaceuticals, electronics, computers and office

machinery). The other two significantly positive signs are (indeed) found in production-intensive sectors
(nonelectrca machinery and nonferrous metas). However, five prouction-intensive sectors have shown negative
signs on the investment varble.

Turing finally to the patentig varble, one would expet that this effect is importt in the sciencebased sectors. It is importt to note that patents have ben attrbuted to iSie-classes on the basis of the principle

of the ' sector of origin' , e.g., a woo-workig machine is clasified in machinery rather than woo products. This
is importt, since the taonomy introduced above is based to an importt extent on user-producer relations in

the field of technical change.
As the results show, the science-baed sectors indeed have a number of signifcatly positive signs on

the patent varable. Some of these sectors (aerospace, chemicas, computers and office machinery) also ran high
in terms of the size of the parameter. However, it is notable that the importce of patents is much broader than
just the science-based sectors. In fact, the two supplier-dominated sectors have significantly positive signs, and
so do most of the production-intensive sectors. For the latter category, this is not so sursing in the cae of for

example machiner and instrents, since these sectors are the 'supplying' ones inside the broad cluster of
interrelated sectors. For others, lie basic metas or stone, clay and glas, the results are more surrising on the

basis of a priori expetations frm the taonomy.
The conclusion of this comparson between the sectoral taonomy and the results obtaed above is

therefore twofold. Firt, there ar a number of caes where the results seem to support the taonomy proposed
by Dosi et al. (1990) and Pavitt (1984). However, there are also a number of cases where the results seem to

indicate that the propsed differences between sectors ar much to shar to be reproduced in a form test of
the determnants of competitiveness. This latter argument relates priy to the non-price-factors in the

determnation of international trde (investment and patentig). To some extent, ths conclusion is probably due
to the problems connected to the approach adopted (lack of detal and abilty to account for specific institutional
factors). However, the general character of the test and its outcomes also seem to indicate the limited usefulness
of the speifc taonomy outside the field of institutional economics. This meas there may not (yet) be strong
reasons to subsitute to the more traditional taonomies of high-, low- and medium-tech the one discussed in this
section.
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6. Summry and conclusions
This paper has attempted to quantify the importce of price- and non-price-factors in the determnation
of interntional competitiveness. A model adted from Magnier and Toujas-Berntte (1992) bas been applied
to a dataet consisting of OECD-export maet shares, wages, investment and patenting for a saple of five
industralized countres. The estition results show that both price- and non-price factors matter in the

explantion of export makets shares.
The model that was used distiguishes between sectora, countr-wise and general effects in the

determnation of the influence of each independent varable. In general, it was found that ths approach adds
signifcatly to the explaator power of the estitions. The results show tht patents ar an importt factor

in the majority of sectors and countres. Wages (as a share of value added) are also importt in most countres
and about one third of the sectors. Investment is the varable which is least signifcat. although it stil plays a

signifcat role in some sectors.

The sectoral differences in the estition results were applied to a sectoral taonomy proposed by Dosi
et al. (1990) and Pavitt (1984). Since this taonomy is (pary) based upon difference mods of competitiveness,
it was expeted that the results obtaned would in some way correspond to the taonomy. The outcome of this
comparson was that for the distinction between price- and non-prce-factors, the taxonomy and the results
obtaned correspond reaonably well. However, for non-price-factors, the correspondence was largely absent. This
leads to the conclusion that there is stil a need for a theory leading to a sectoral taonomy that can be applied

in the broad field of formal econometrc estitions, at leat at the 4-digit ISIC leveL.
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Table 1. Estimation results
Regression statistics

SD of dep var = 0.121

SE of the regression = 0.106 Adj. R2 = 0.23

Adjustment parameters

estiate
i.
i.+JJ

DEU
GBR
ITA
JPN
USA

t

0.45

10.70

estiate

p-value

0.30

0.00

0.48

0.00

0.56

0.00

0.57

0.00

0.34

0.00

Average effects per varble

estiate t
Wages
Investment
Patents
Countr Effects

-0.61

3.60

0.07

1.0

0.43

5.60

Long-run effects per countr (sum of the average effect and the countr specific effect)

DEU GBR ITA JPN USA

Prce -0.52 -0.37 -0.64 -0.58 -0.97
p-value 0.27 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Investment 0.27 0.20 -0.14 -0.03 0.04
p-value 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.79 0.77
Patents -0.03 0.56 0.20 0.28 1.7
p-value 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average effects per setor (sum of the average effect and the setor specific effect)

Aerospace
Chemicals

Pharceutica
Electronics
Electrcal machinery

Instrents
Nonelectrca machinery
Computers and offce machinery

Foo products
Rubber and plastic

Texties
Meta products
Ferrous metas

Nonferrous metas

Stone, clay, glass
Shipbuilding
Motor vehicles
Other transport

Wages p-value Investment p-value Patents p-value
-0.57 0.12 -0.22 0.59 1.03
0.00

-1.25 0.00 0.22 0.27
-0.23 0.64 0.53 0.10
-1.25 0.01 0.37 0.03
-0.38 0.50 0.26 0.30
-0.27 0.35 0.08 0.59
-0.65 0.11 0.57 0.01
-0.08 0.67 0.58 0.00
-2.03 0.00 0.25 0.23
0.13 0.57 0.00 0.99
-1.95 0.00 0.02 0.92
-2.09 0.00 -0.03 0.84
-1.0 0.00 -0.17 0.16
-0.50 0.02 0.23 0.06
-0.19 0.43 0.09 0.60
-0.38 0.75 -0.56 0.25
0.46 0.13 -0.29 0.31
1.7 0.03 -0.94 0.02

0.74
0.04
0.12
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.71
0.23
0.28
0.24
0.32
0.27
0.43
0.37
0.62
0.43
0.38

0.02
0.86
0.44
0.06
0.00
0.01

0.00
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.01

0.07
0.07
0.27

0.00
0.22
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NOTE
1. See for instace Archibugi and Pianta (1992).

2. See Bai (1988) for instace.
3. See McCombie (1992) for an exposition of 'Thiral's Law' as well as the debate on it.
4. The value of the income elasticity may chage over tie, reflectig improvements or worsening of a countr

in non-price competitiveness (Ldesmann and Snell, 1989).

5. This point is developed in Amble (1992).
6. See Lundvall (1992).

7. Verspagen and Wakelin (1993) have also used a model inspired by Magnier and Toujas-Bernatte (1992).

